We have imaged the rearrangement of the magnetic domains on magnetite (001) when crossing the spin reorientation transition and the Verwey transition with nanometer resolution. By means of spin-polarized lowenergy electron microscopy we have monitored the change in the easy axes lowering the temperature through both transitions in remanence. The spin reorientation transition occurs in two steps: initial nucleation and growth of domains with a new surface magnetic orientation is followed by a smooth evolution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetism in magnetite, aside from its historical interest [1] , has presented puzzles that have motivated the advance of solid state physics and magnetism. At room temperature, magnetite has a magnetocrystalline cubic anisotropy that favors easy axes along the 111 directions, and that is smaller than the dipolar anisotropy [2] . Early on, magnetite was found to present a phase transition, the Verwey transition [3] , where its resistivity changes by two orders of magnitude. Furthermore, below the Verwey transition temperature T v magnetite adopts a monoclinic structure and becomes ferroelectric and ferroelastic.
The evolution of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of magnetite in the cubic phase is quite striking [4] [5] [6] [7] . The first-order magnetocrystalline anisotropy K 1 changes sign at the spin reorientation transition T srt , typically at a temperature about 10 K above the Verwey transition temperature. The magnetic easy axes change from the room-temperature 111 ones to the 100 axes below T srt [7] . The spin reorientation transition has been detected by the evolution of the saturation magnetization [8] , ac magnetic susceptibility [9] , ferromagnetic resonance [4] , muon spin spectroscopy [10] , or nuclear magnetic resonance [11] . The similar trend in the temperatures of both transitions upon doping has been taken as a proof of a common origin [6, 9] , although this has been disputed [12, 13] .
There are few temperature-dependent experiments observing the magnetic domains of magnetite in real space. Domains have been observed at the Verwey transition by transmission electron microscopy in micrometer-sized grains [14, 15] , observations that have helped understand the interaction of magnetic domain walls and structural domains in the monoclinic phase of magnetite. But, to the best of our knowledge, no observations have been reported following the changes in real space through the spin reorientation transition itself. Thus, the detailed micromagnetic evolution through the spin reorientation transition has not been determined. For example, it is not known whether the easy axes change continuously through a second-order transition [13] , or abruptly from one set * juan.delafiguera@iqfr.csic.es of magnetic easy axes to another. This situation is in contrast to the effort devoted to the characterization of the Verwey transition. The Verwey transition has long been determined to be first order for small deviations of the stoichiometry while it becomes second order for larger deviations and is eventually suppressed [16] . We have performed previous work on magnetite by low-energy electron microscopy [17, 18] . Here, we focus on the fate of particular magnetic domains observed when cooling through the spin reorientation and the Verwey transitions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experiments have been performed in a spin-polarized low-energy electron microscope (SPLEEM [19] ). The microscope is equipped with a GaAs spin-polarized electron source coupled to a spin manipulator. The manipulator is used to adjust the spin direction of the electron beam with respect to the sample surface [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Two magnetite samples with (001) orientation have been studied. The first one is a crystal of natural origin [25] . It has been cut to a hat shape to provide a uniform potential surface in front of the objective lens for use in variable temperature measurements. Its T v is 114 K. The second one is a highly stoichiometric synthetic crystal with a bulk Verwey temperature of 123 K, with a rectangular shape of 10 mm × 4 mm [17] . This sample provides a reference stoichiometric magnetite [26] , but its small size makes it unsuitable for variable temperature experiments due to the difficulty in correcting the normal orientation. The temperature was measured for both samples by means of a Pt1000 resistor. The samples were cleaned after introduction in the SPLEEM system by a few cycles of 10 min of sputtering with Ar ions at 1 keV followed by annealing to 870 K in 10 −6 Torr of O 2 for tens of minutes.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LEEM images show mostly features related to the topography of the crystal surface. An example is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The image corresponds to the natural crystal after tens of cleaning cycles. The distinctive topography has square "mesas" or mounds covering the surface as well as step bunches characteristic of "aged" (i.e., subject to many cleaning cycles) (001) magnetite samples [27] . The square mesas are aligned with the compact directions of the magnetite surface, i.e., the [110] and [110] directions which correspond to the x and y axes of the figure. They develop during the sputtering and annealing cycles due to the surface growth upon oxygen exposure described in Ref. [28] .
A fresh surface introduced from air does not show magnetic contrast in SPLEEM. We attribute this to the lack of good order on the surface. Only when the crystal surface has been cleaned by several cycles of sputtering and annealing so it shows the √ 2 × √ 2R45
• [27] reconstruction, magnetic contrast is observed. The current model of the reconstructed surface, the subsurface cation vacancy model [29] , makes specific predictions on the magnetic moment of the near-surface regions, predictions that have been corroborated by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism [30] . In the present experiments, we focus instead on the distribution of magnetic domains. Although these magnetic domains are imaged through the spin reflectivity of the last few atomic layers, their origin arises from a larger region, defined in magnetic terms: the region of the surface where the shape anisotropy is large compared with the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. We believe that in this sense our observations are not affected by the detailed atomic surface structure termination. By combining asymmetry images along orthogonal directions, we can determine the three-dimensional magnetization vector. The image in Fig. 1(b) shows the in-plane distribution of the magnetization on the same area observed in Fig. 1(a) , employing a color palette to indicate the vector direction using the color wheel of Fig. 1 
. No out-of-plane magnetic contrast is detected (not shown). The magnetic domains observed correspond to the surface region, as the contrast originates from exchange scattering with the electron beam at low electron energies [31] . There is a band pattern in the greenish domains, with a typical micron-wide periodicity (observed in the image as green and yellow bands), while the oppositely oriented domains do not present such a structure.
As a complementary way to visualize the magnetization orientation, we present in Fig. 1 (c) a polar histogram of the distribution of magnetization values from the image shown in Fig. 1(b) . As discussing in the following, this combination of polar histogram and color images provides information crucial to follow the evolution of the surface. At room temperature, they clearly show that in most of the surface the magnetization is oriented along the 90
• and the 270
• directions. The areas corresponding to the domain walls can also be observed in the histogram, along the 180
• direction. We note that the Fe 3 O 4 easy axes at room temperature are the 111 ones [7] . As already reported [18] , both the in-plane easy axis directions and the curved domain walls likely originate from the competition of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the shape anisotropy on the magnetite (001) near-surface region: the observed surface easy axes correspond to the projection of the bulk ones onto the surface plane. We have observed similar patterns in several samples, both synthetic and natural crystals with different stoichiometries [18, 30] , and at widely differing cleaning stages, so we believe they are an intrinsic feature of the Fe 3 O 4 (001) surface. We remark that this style of domains is very different from domains experimentally observed in magnetite thin films with (001) orientation [32] [33] [34] [35] . The difference in domain size and shape on thin films is likely due to the presence of antiphase domain boundaries (APBs). APBs strongly affect the local magnetization [36] , but they are rare in bulk single crystals.
When crossing the Verwey transition, the magnetite crystal structure transforms into a monoclinic one. The hightemperature cubic single crystal becomes a polycrystal with different local monoclinic orientations (i.e., magnetite undergoes a ferroelastic [37] transition). Within a given average monoclinic direction, lamellar twins are observed sharing their [100] m and [010] m axes. Transmission electron microscopy observations in magnetite grains have shown the presence of both the lamellar twins and different monoclinic orientations [14] . In LEEM, the twinned monoclinic phase is observed as parallel bands running perpendicular to the [001] m directions [17] . The bands correspond to the lamellar monoclinic twins which have a surface rumpling of 0.2
• , as confirmed by scanning tunneling microscopy [17] .
The same area imaged at room temperature was again observed below the Verwey transition, as shown in Fig. 1(d) .
The lamellar bands can be observed in the LEEM image as faint lines running along 45
• in the upper part of the image [as shown in the zoomed image in Fig. 1(g) ], indicating that in such area the monoclinic c axis is along the cubic [100] direction (135
• , perpendicular to the bands). However, the lamellar lines are oriented along 135
• on the right-hand side of the image, indicating that in that region the monoclinic c axis is along 45
• . Thus, two grains with different monoclinic c axis are present in the field of view.
The measured electron reflectivity asymmetry, i.e., the asymmetry in the electron reflectivity measured with the electron beam spin direction along the local magnetization orientation and antiparallel to it, is 2.7% at room temperature. This is not the true asymmetry, as the electron beam polarization in our setup cannot exceed 50% and has been measured to be close to 20%. In consequence, the real reflectivity should be in the range of 13.5%. The experimental asymmetry increases smoothly with decreasing the temperature up to 3% below T v . We do not detect any significant change when going through either the spin reorientation transition or the Verwey transition. The spin asymmetry of the electron reflectivity reflects in a nontrivial way the magnetic moment of the near-surface region. Thus, the absence of large changes of the electron reflectivity indicates that the magnetic moment does not vary significantly through either transition. Large changes in the magnetic moment through the Verwey transition for a thin film have been reported by polarized neutron reflectometry [38] , contrary to previous observations by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) [39] . Our results rule out such large changes for the near-surface region. In support for the same conclusion we have previously reported that the structure of the reconstructed √ 2 × √ 2R45
• surface does not change through the Verwey transition [17] . However, we are blind to possible changes in the magnetic moment deeper in the crystal.
The magnetic domain distribution has changed completely from the room-temperature one [ Fig. 1(e) ]. Instead of the wavy bands and curved domain walls, straight domain walls separating large domains with uniform magnetization are observed. Using the same color scheme, the image shows four different domains. In most of the field of view, two domains have the magnetization pointing at 135
• (green) and at 315
• (purple), respectively. Recalling that in this area the monoclinic c axis is along 135
• , it is clear that the surface magnetic easy axis is now along that axis. Likewise, the other two domains, at the right side of the field of view, are oriented along 225
• (blue) and along 45
• (yellow). Thus, the easy axis is in all cases along the local monoclinic c axis.
In the low-temperature phase, two different types of magnetic domain walls can be distinguished, i.e., 90
• and 180
• domain walls. In Fig. 1(e) [and the zoom shown in Fig. 1(h) ], the walls between the purple and green domains and between the blue and yellow ones separate domains with opposite magnetization, i.e., there are 180
• domain walls. They are located in areas with the same overall c axis, being thus pure magnetic domain walls. In contrast, the domain walls between the green and blue and between the purple and yellow domains are 90
• magnetic domain walls and coincide with structural domain boundaries. Close inspection of the colorcoded magnetization vector images shows that the rotating spin structures within the domain walls are resolved in both types of walls. Within the 180
• domain walls, the magnetization is observed to be oriented perpendicular to the magnetization of the adjacent domains. The zoom of Fig. 1(h Fig. 1(e) with Fig. 5 of Ref. [14] ].
The magnetic domain wall width at room temperature and at 100 K differ. For the former case, the width can range up to 0.7 μm, but it is highly variable. For the latter, below the Verwey transition, the domain walls have a constant width of 170 ± 40 nm. We do not find a significant difference between the width of the pure magnetic domains and the magnetic domains pinned down between monoclinic domains. To put the width of these domain walls in context, we remark that in all cases we are imaging Néel caps of underlying domain walls: we do not see any out-of-plane component. In the bulk, the Bloch domain walls are thinner, both in cubic and monoclinic magnetite. For magnetite in the cubic phase at RT the walls are typically 100 nm thick [40] . The micromagnetic simulations of Kasama et al. [14] show domain walls in the monoclinic phase about 30 nm thick. Now, we turn to the evolution of the domains in the temperature range from room temperature and below T v . By observing the onset of the lamellar twin appearance, T v can be determined in the near-surface region. The observed T v at the surface for the natural crystal is 112 K (108 K) when heating (cooling). We have also measured a synthetic crystal with good stoichiometry, obtaining a transition temperature of 119 and 118 K. As expected, the better stoichiometry of the synthetic crystal is reflected in a higher T v . We note, however, that even if the natural crystal is not stoichiometric, it still presents a first-order Verwey transition, as shown by the detection of the lamellar twins. From the decrease of the Verwey temperature [16] , the deviation from stoichiometry Fe 3(1−δ) O 4 can be estimated to be δ ∼ 0.005. In order to determine the evolution of domains through the spin reorientation transition, we have imaged the same area while cooling the sample from 157 to 114 K, switching the electron beam spin-polarization direction every few frames. We have combined, again, the information from images with magnetic contrast along orthogonal directions to provide the magnetization vector maps shown in Fig. 2 .
Starting from room temperature, and cooling through 157 and 154 K, no new easy axis directions appear [ Figs. 2(a) and  2(b) ]. The spread of magnetization angles is larger than at room temperature, effect that we ascribe to thermal drift. However, when cooling down to 144 K [ Fig. 2(c) ], a new domain structure appears in the upper left side of the field of view, with green and yellow colors corresponding to 45
• and 135
• magnetization directions. Likewise, in the polar histogram small lobes appear which correspond to domains magnetized along the 45
• orientations. These magnetization directions were not present before. They correspond to the in-plane 100 directions and thus indicate the start of the spin reorientation transition. By the next frame, at 137 K, all the magnetization vectors are along the in-plane 100 directions, with three large domains (green, yellow, blue) oriented along 135
• , 45
• , and 225
• orientations [ Fig. 2(d) ]. The domain wall between the first two domains is ragged and it corresponds to a 90
• domain wall. The wall between the yellow and blue domains is quite straight, and shows a change of rotation sense: it is green in the upper side while reddish in the lower one. In the range down to the Verwey transition, the domains keep changing, often very rapidly. Still the domain boundaries can be observed. In the frame acquired at 134 K [ Fig. 2(e) ], the wall between the blue and yellow domains is magenta through the field of view. At the next frame, a single domain sweeps through the area and eventually by 114 K, just above the Verwey transition for this crystal, the full field of view is a single domain covering tens of microns [ Fig. 2(g) ]. No changes are observed in the topographic images for all the images in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 3 , we show the changes of the domains through the spin reorientation transition. The first frame has also been shown in Fig. 2(c) . In Fig. 3(a) , the distribution of the magnetization is shown separately for the region on the upper-left corner (left histogram) and for the rest of the surface (right histogram). In this way, the larger area of one region does not swamp the magnetization plot measured in the smaller one and, furthermore, we can track the changes in both areas. In the right part of the image, bluish pink mostly, the magnetic easy axes are the same as in the higher-temperature frames: the magnetization points mostly along 270
• (downward in plane), which corresponds to the [110] orientation. In contrast, the green area bounded partially by a yellow one has new orientations, along 45
• and between 90
• . In the next frame, the green area has grown to occupy one third of the image, and it shows a wide yellow border, detected also in the corresponding histogram. The remaining area of the image has the magnetization mostly in the direction observed at higher temperatures, but the spread of magnetization angles is much wider (thermal drift was comparable in both frames). By the third frame [138 K, Fig. 3(c) ], the green domain has stopped growing, and the yellow ribbon has extended into a large domain itself. But, the mostly pink-blue area on the right now has an average magnetization which is oriented closer to the [100] in-plane orientation (315 • ). The data suggest that the spin reorientation transition takes place in two stages: first the nucleation of domains with in-plane 100 orientation and their growth gives rise to a discontinuous change of magnetization. This is followed by a continuous rotation from the 110 to the 100 directions detected in the remaining area under observation. Between the last two frames, while the area on the left side does not change any more, the right-hand side has switched very rapidly from the [100] orientation to the [010] one.
To consider a possible origin of this two-stage transition, we start from energy considerations [2, 41] . In a single-domain crystal with cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy the evolution of the easy axes upon a change of K 1 depends on the sign of K 2 . If K 1 goes from negative values to positive and K 2 remains positive, two consecutive transitions are expected: a discontinuous one between 111 and 110 easy axes, followed by a continuous one from 110 to 100 ones. Instead, if K 2 < 0, no intermediate transition to [110] easy axes is expected, and a single discontinuous transition from 111 to 100 should be observed.
So far, the sign of K 2 in magnetite through the spin reorientation transition has not been unequivocally determined. Aragón [6] indicated that it was negative (with a thermal dependence similar to K 1 ), but remarked that the uncertainties were at least an order of magnitude larger than for K 1 . Instead, Belov [13] cites a positive value attributed to Bickford. Thus, if the latter is the case, then two transitions, one discontinuous and another continuous, would be expected. Otherwise, only a single discontinuous transition should be observed. That we observe a two-step transition is in line with a positive value of K 2 through the spin reorientation transition.
We caution, however, that we do not observe the expected orientations for K 2 > 0. Instead, we observed the initial nucleation of in-plane 100 surface domains, and then a smooth evolution from in-plane 110 to in-plane 100 ones. Of course, we are not in a single-domain situation, and we have the added complication of the sample geometry, i.e., we are at the surface of an approximately semi-infinite crystal. In this region, even at room temperature, the shape anisotropy dominates the magnetocrystalline one as shown by the observation of in-plane 110 easy axes instead of the bulk 111 expected ones. This influence of the shape anisotropy is more extreme closer to the spin reorientation transition, where with decreasing magnetocrystalline anisotropy the characteristic domain-wall thickness becomes extremely large. Micromagnetic simulations are thus very difficult to apply due to the large scales involved, and even the magnetic domain concept may be of limited applicability too close to the reorientation transition. Thus, further work will be needed to understand the observed two-stage evolution of the magnetic domains in more detail.
IV. SUMMARY
We have observed in real space with nanometer resolution the magnetic domain evolution on a magnetite (001) surface by means of spin-polarized low-energy electron microscopy. The easy axis directions are directly observed to switch in real space from the in-plane 110 directions for room temperature to the in-plane 100 directions below the spin reorientation transition and then to the local monoclinic c axis in the belowVerwey phase. No significant change in the spin-dependent electron reflectivity is detected through either transition, indicating that there is no change in the surface magnetization. Through the spin reorientation transition, a complex multistage process is observed. While initially the growth of new domains oriented along the 100 directions is observed, at a later stage the remaining areas appear to change orientation. Our observations might help into the understanding of the detailed evolution of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of magnetite. Finally, the study of the evolution of magnetic domains through the spin reorientation transition (and the Verwey transition itself) in magnetite would benefit from the thickness control available in thin films of the type commonly employed for spintronic applications, although we caution that the films must be grown without antiphase domain boundaries which otherwise dominate the magnetic behavior.
